“The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make His paths straight.” - Mark 1:3
Who knew? GOD knew! In 2019 The LORD gave the theme for The Voice in the Wilderness emphasis in the upcoming new year. GOD knew all about the global lies, confusion and fears. COVID-19, riots, BLM-LGBTQ anarchy and the attempted Leftists coup was no surprise and is fulfilled prophecy. Thus our ministry theme “VISION 2020 - Seeing the Eternal! - propelled us into these thrilling days.

0 say can you see?

Before our very eyes we are seeing God's Word revealed. “O say can you see?” From Wuhan, WHO and Washington, D.C., Satan is desperately attacking everything good and godly. This is a spiritual warfare, and I pray a spiritual awakening for The Church. Put on the whole armour of GOD and do battle against this darkness. Lost souls need us to stand. What hope do they have if the Church does not turn up the light and shine forth the TRUTH in this world of insanity.

Do we see our CHRIST or are we blinded in this COVID of confusion? Do we see with HOLY VISION? DO we obey HIS LAW and celebrate happiness or trade freedom for fear. Look at these numbers at the right. See the TRUTH and expose the lies. Where there is no VISION the people perish. “O say can We the People see?” Ponder these three truths:

1. God is very interested in EVERY Person.
2. God wants for us order not confusion.
3. God is faithful and we can trust Him.

GOD help us to have VICTORIOUS VISION!

Virtual Video Tracts
Now Available online in four languages - Hindi, Spanish, Japanese, and English.

When & Where we cannot go, the virtual Word CAN go!
SHARE via our website, vimeo & facebook

Key COVID Facts
According to CDC 7/10/20

- US Population: 329,934,000
- Covid Cases: 3,106,931
- Deaths: 132,855
- Americans Tested Positive: 0.94% (less than 1%)
- Americans Tested Positive Survived: 95.72%
- American Deaths from Covid: 0.04%
- American Survival Rate: 99.96%
PRAYER LETTER
(Detach this page, post, and pray!)

Update

Thank you for praying and giving as The Voice in the Wilderness has continued to distribute Scriptures in Venezuela, Colombia, India and Jungle regions. Read our reports and rejoice. In times like these we have great opportunity to do great things. JESUS is coming soon. Hallelujah!

The special edition John/Romans will be assembled then shipped to Venezuela. Pray for safe arrival and that many souls will be saved. Our Smiley Book tracts have now been translated into Hindi, Japanese and Spanish. This little witness is going around the world with the gospel. Pray for Pastor Deivis in Venezuela whose wife passed during delivery. Heaven is sweet and yet here in this walk of life we painfully miss those who have crossed over. Thankfully, we have had several services on the road. Pray for missionaries and evangelists that face challenges during this global confusion. Pray for Churches and our Nation.

God hears and answers. GOD BLESS you all!

For Christ and souls,
Ronnie L. Williamson
Isa. 40:31
Happy Trails!
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A Miracle in India &
Miracle in Venezuela

The testimony of Baba and the story of building a church in Venezuela

Suicide & Cremation- Biblical help

effectively for missionaries & tips on child evangelism

Marriage, Divorce, & Remarriage - a trilogy series examining God's plan for marriage

Black Testimonies, Public Education,
The Aged Years, To Spank or Not to Spank - Biblical truths for sensitive issues

Selflessness, Sacrifice, Duty, Honor - A Father's Testimony & the story of Butch O'Hare

With simple overview of all seven Articles of the Constitution and history surrounding the writing, you will be challenged in faith, duty and patriotism. Be a Constitution Defender! Soft or Hard Cover

With a $40 offering

His Voice Shakes the Wilderness

Beyond Civilization-

His Life in the Wilderness-

A detailed account by Sophie Muller of her lifetime of missionary work in the Jungles of South America

Further details of Sophie's ministry including her "Jungle Methods" used by Indian lay leaders in the jungle

Each book includes study questions along with illustrations to aid learning and understanding.

Response Form

Your offering is vital. Please use this response form to: submit your offering, request a resource gift listed below, and submit prayer requests to The Voice in the Wilderness (See other side)

Resource Request Form

with a $10 Offering

■ His Voice Shakes the Wilderness
■ Beyond Civilization
■ More Precious Still-Marriage & Home

■ Heritage Lapel Pin
■ KJB Lapel Pin
■ Smiley Booklet Tract-10/pk
■ Joy Prayer Journal (Youth)
■ MTA Devotional Book (Youth)

■ Miracle in Venezuela
■ Selflessness, Sacrifice, Duty, Honor
■ Suffer the Little Children
■ How to be a Prayer Partner
■ Public Education
■ Suicide* Cremation
■ To Spank or Not to Spank
■ Biblical Approach to the Aged Years
■ Marriage, Divorce, & Remarriage
■ Black Testimonies

with an offering

■ Hall of Faith Card Sets - Tips, tools, & memory techniques to help in Bible memory

■ Bible Memory and Youth

■ Five-Volume Study Set

■ Book of Revelation Study Set

■ Constitution Defender
■ Soft Cover ($8)
■ Hard Cover ($15)

with a $5 offering

■ Truth or Myth: Confederate Flag
■ From Genesis to Transgender
■ Dr. J. Royce Thomason Biography
■ Sadhu Sundar Singh Biography

■ The Constitution Defender
■ Soft Cover ($8)
■ Hard Cover ($15)

with a $1 Offering

■ Book of Revelation Study Set

*Spanish Resources Available upon Request!
10,000 Scriptures to Venezuela

A special edition of the John/Romans Scriptures are being assembled and readied for shipment to Venezuela. The Voice in the Wilderness thanks Bearing Precious Seed, Gunnings Baptist Church and our supporters for giving to make this miracle possible. GOD is doing a great work. Many souls will be saved as a result of the 100s of thousands of scriptures shipped to Venezuela.

I'm seeing the ETERNAL! Pray for these efforts!

Jesus Loves Venezuela!

AmiJoy is all smiles as she holds a John/Romans Scripture Cover.

The Constitution Defender

Thank you Pastor Bratcher and Quebec Baptist Church for inviting us to participate in a special patriotic weekend of services through music, recitation, preaching, and The Constitution Defender Rally!

Online post picturing Pastor Deivis, wife Edithmar, and son Jeziel

Testimony in Tragedy

In 2009, The Lillys traveled to Venezuela for a second summer of teaching English as a witness for the local churches. At that time, Edithmar, pictured above with her Pastor-husband and son, was a young teenager who served faithfully in her church and became a special friend and helper to the Lillys during their stay. Some years later Edi married and her husband became pastor of one of the church plants the Lillys assisted with English outreach. Just a few weeks ago, Edi, Pastor Deivis, and little Jeziel were anticipating the birth of Hailey in a month, when through tragic circumstances in the local hospital Edi and Hailey went to be with the Lord. In Memory of Edi’s Christian testimony, a Mobile Bible Club Bag will be sent filled with everything needed for their neighborhood Bible teaching times with the children in Venezuela. The bag is packed with Spanish Bible lesson visuals, songs, charts, tracts, Scriptures, Worker training materials, music, microphone and amplifier, stool, and easel. Hearing of this heartbreak online, some have already given support. However, if you would like to join in this project as an encouragement to the believers in Venezuela, Pastor Deivis and son, please make mention of this in your correspondence to us. The Mobile Bible Bag Project has a $500 monetary value, but unmeasured, eternal investment. Undoubtedly, many of the other churches are also in need of such material. Your support allows for continued missions efforts in Venezuela -

Thank YOU!
In 2017, with a vote of 41-30, California voted to “cleanup bill that removes archaic and outdated references to the Communist Party in our state laws.” This allowed for those affiliated with or active members of the Communist party to hold state employment. On September 21, 2019, Los Angeles honored the 100th anniversary of Communist Party USA with a celebration of music and speech. They reaffirmed commitment to the Green New Deal, participation in events like the Day of the Dead, and activism to elect 2020 candidates that would move forward their agenda. Currently in Congress, nine of California’s representatives have clear socialist/communist party ties, including the "friend of China" Judy Chu who has engaged in Communist activism since prior to the 1980s when she was the leader of the Federation For Progress, a front group for the Communist Workers Party. Today, Californians struggle to maintain worship services in the midst of extreme government overreach that forbade singing in the services and subsequently ban all indoor worship.

Wake up people. This ain’t no Disney fantasy movie. Empty store shelves, shut downs and government overreach for months on end. The enemy is within. These pictures are not from Venezuela, but are of our own hometown in North Carolina!

Regardless the nuisance and noise of the GOD-hating mob, the good and godly heritage of the United States of America is inscribed in stone all across this country. I believe this county courthouse had “In God we trust” on all four sides of their building (Images at left). These are perilous times but GOD is SOVEREIGN. George Washington had seen the enemy and felt the pain of war. He knew the source of victory: “It is the duty of all nations to acknowledge the Providence of Almighty God, to obey His will, to be grateful for His benefits, and humbly to implore His protection and favor.”
IS GOD’S WORK IN YOUR WILL?

“One of the most important documents a man ever signs is his Will. I can tell better what a man had in his heart by reading his Will than I can by reading his obituary. His obituary tells the world what his friends thought of him; his Will reveals what he had in his heart.” - A. M. Vollmer

For as (a man) thinketh in his heart, so is he- Proverbs 23:7.
Out of (the heart) are the issues of life - Proverbs 4:23.

A bequest in your Will to The Voice in the Wilderness, Inc. can assure that the outreach of this ministry at home and abroad will continue after you have gone to your eternal reward. Prayerfully consider us in your Estate Planning. Thank you!

Quaker Potts was opposed to the war. Yet the story is told that Potts overheard George Washington praying in the woods of Valley Forge. Rushing home, the Quaker declared to his wife “if George Washington be not a man of GOD, I am mistaken, and still more shall I be disappointed if GOD do not through him perform some great thing for this country.” Repeatedly the written record by friends and associates speaks of the faith and godly character of George Washington. Such were the men and women used of GOD in the great history and heritage of the United States of America.
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BIBLICAL ALERT Podcast

Listen each day to the Biblical Alert Podcast. Go to our website www.thevoiceinthewilderness.org for immediate access.

A recent Podcast issued the following Alert:

Churchettes rejoice? It has been difficult for months now as churchettes endure the shutdown of ballgames and Disney vacation. My, how much persecution can a body stand? But at last, the churchettes can rejoice as Disney reopens, at least under the new normal. But remember, Pastors, no hugging Mickey! Maybe you can get a special dispensation for a photo op with Dopey. Hey, don’t be dooped (that’s greek-ish) for “deceive not yourselves” because too many churches will go back to their old, new normal of ballgames, Disney cruises and Rock-and-Roll-style worship ASAP! “O say can you see?” Sounds like an Anthem coming on. Are “We the Church” able to see the dawn’s early light and our GREAT GOD and KING giving US another space of Grace? “Repent and do the first works.” Yesterday I preached, thank you Pastor Carson for the opportunity, I preached “VISION 2020, Seeing the Eternal.” Do we see prophecy being fulfilled in real time right before our very eyes? O, say can you see child of GOD? The light of God’s Truth shines so bright. Who can miss the false christ, false prophets, the New Age occultic demon-energized teaching and PESTILENCES! There is such a close relationship in these national events and what is happening in the Church. That mob wanting to destroy the United States Constitution, our founding document, and that crowd in the Church wanting to get rid of GOD’s preserved Word, the King James Bible! That mob wanting to destroy the flag, our national standard, and that crowd in churches wanting to get rid of standards and separation. That mob preaching racism and slavery and the crowd in the Church calling the holy, legalism. That mob promoting LGBTQ and baby murder while in the Church, when have you heard a strong scriptural sermon on divorce and re-marriage, sexual purity and God’s design and distinctive of male and female? “O say can you see?”

Watch videos at vimeo.com/channels/tweetypie
Prior to the “Lowell Mason era” there were few hymn-books. Church goers depended on song leaders to read a hymn, line by line and then set the tune. Among his many other contributions to furthering Christian worship in song, Mason trained teachers and sent them into rural communities, where they organized the “singing schools” and taught the masses to sing. By 1900 the tune-setter had practically vanished. Among the most widely known and influential of the twentieth century “singing school masters” was a man who, at the time, resided in the town of Dalton, Georgia. His name was Anthony J. Showalter. One night, after dismissing his class in Hartselle, Alabama, he retired to his room, where he opened two letters from former pupils. Each had lost a wife on the same day. In an effort to console his two young friends, Showalter turned to the Bible where he read these words: “The eternal God is thy refuge, and underneath are the everlasting arms.” Then and there he composed the words to the chorus which he sent to hymn-writer Elisha Hoffman in Pennsylvania. After writing three stanzas, Hoffman returned the poem to Showalter, who in turn wrote the music to this comforting song. We know it as *Leaning on the Everlast- ing Arms*.

**What a fellowship, what a joy divine,**  
**Leaning on the everlasting arms;**  
**What a blessedness, what a peace is mine,**  
**Leaning on the everlasting arms.**

**What have I to dread, what have I to fear,**  
**Leaning on the everlasting arms;**  
**I have blessed peace with my Lord so near,**  
**Leaning on the everlasting arms.**

**Refrain**

Leaning, leaning, safe and secure from all alarms;  
Leaning, leaning, leaning on the everlasting arms.